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Mechanisms of copy number variation and hybrid gene formation in the KIR immune gene complex
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The fine-scale structure of the majority of copy number variation (CNV) regions remains unknown. The killer immunoglobulin receptor (KIR) gene complex exhibits significant CNV. The evolutionary plasticity of the KIRs and their broad biomedical relevance makes it important to understand how these immune receptors evolve. In this paper, we describe haplotype re-arrangement creating novel loci at the KIR complex. We completely sequenced, after fosmid cloning, two rare contracted haplotypes. Evidence of frequent hybrid KIR genes in samples from many populations suggested that re-arrangements may be frequent and selectively advantageous. We propose mechanisms for formation of novel hybrid KIR genes, facilitated by protrusive non-B DNA structures at transposon recombination sites. The heightened propensity to generate novel hybrid KIR receptors may provide a proactive evolutionary measure, to militate against pathogen evasion or subversion. We propose that CNV in KIR is an evolutionary strategy, which KIR typing for disease association must take into account.

INTRODUCTION

Genome structural variants, such as copy number variation (CNV), are a significant component of human genetic variation and important genetic determinants of phenotypic variation. A CNV has been defined as a segment of DNA >1 kb and present at variable copy number (1). To date, >20 000 such variants have been identified in the human genome (2).

CNVs frequently involve genes that influence our response to environmental stimuli, including immune response (3). Consequently, there is considerable potential for CNVs to play a significant role in susceptibility to infection and they could, to some extent, explain the variable penetrance of inherited complex polygenic disorders such as autoimmunity. This premise is supported by recent correlations of CNVs with inter-individual variation in immune defence and disease resistance/susceptibility among humans and simians (4–6).

In spite of the biomedical relevance of CNVs, the fine-scale structure of the majority of CNV regions remains unknown with only a fraction resolved at the sequence level. CNV regions involving short-range segmental duplications of DNA with near-identical sequence (niCNV), often representing multi-allelic and highly polymorphic systems, have proven particularly difficult to characterize and present a challenge to high-throughput analysis. Importantly, a significant proportion of CNV regions exhibit higher complexity in possessing hybrid genes, smaller internal CNVs or different breakpoint sites between individuals (7). Current CNV discovery methods (e.g. microarray-based comparative genomic hybridization and fosmid paired-end sequence comparison) provide limited resolution of the underlying genetic organization of such regions.

Since the power to detect a correlation between CNV and phenotype is dependent on accurate determination of the true allelic state of each CNV in each individual, prospective
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disease association studies must consider how to optimally assess this uncharacterized complexity. To this end, it is important to know whether CNV sites are generally uniquely formed by distinct mechanisms or are commonly created by the same mechanism from independent events. The former can allow such variants to be indirectly analysed by tagging markers without the need for direct identification. Such assessment will influence the design of future platforms for genome-wide association studies.

Mechanistic processes involved in CNV formations, such as non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR), are being defined (8), but recombination processes in segmental duplications have been less studied. For example, it is unclear to what extent non-homology-based mutational mechanisms operate in these regions (9). Insights into recombination processes can be obtained by studying patterns of genetic variation. However, genotyping of SNPs in segmental duplications is problematic because of the high sequence similarity between segments. Consequently, reliable population genetic data in segmental duplications are presently limited.

The killer immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) complex on chromosome 19 is an immune gene family exhibiting substantial segmental or nCNVs. The complex offers a unique opportunity to gain insight into the processes operating in multicopy gene families and segmental CNV regions because over the past 15 years KIRs have been extensively studied in terms of gene structures and haplotype content due to increasing awareness of their broad medical relevance (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/). We are using a focused sequencing-based approach to study the patterns of variation and the underlying recombination processes in the KIR complex to better understand its relationship with disease and evolutionary history (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/HGP/Chr19/LRC/).

KIR molecules operate in both adaptive and innate immunity by modulating the development and activity of natural killer (NK) and T cell subsets through differential interaction with specific major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules on target cells. KIR engagement either leads to an activation or inhibition signal to the effector cell depending on the particular structure of the KIR, in doing so regulating cytotoxic activity and cytokine secretion. More than 30 different KIR haplotypes exist based solely on gene content (10). Beyond haplotype diversity, the KIR show significant allelic content with over 50 different alleles described for some genes (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/). The combined allelic and polygenic diversity produces an extreme degree of heterogeneity among individuals (11,12). Such a high level of diversity probably reflects strong pressure from pathogens on the human NK/T cell immune response, which may account for the evidence of balancing selection (13). Epistatic interactions between KIR and MHC class I strongly influence pathogenesis of some human infections such as HIV/AIDS, cancers, autoimmune diseases, pregnancy disorders, as well as outcome of haematopoietic stem-cell transplantation (14).

The KIR receptor family differs markedly among species and even between primates (15) suggesting that KIR haplotypes evolve rapidly in ways that cannot be accounted for solely by divergence in MHC class I molecules. The evolutionary plasticity of the KIRs and their biomedical relevance makes it important to understand the dynamics of how these receptors evolve. KIRs are categorized according to whether they have two or three extracellular immunoglobulin-like domains (2D or 3D, respectively), and whether they posses a short (S) or long (L) cytoplasmic domain. The long-tailed KIRs carry one or two immunoglobulin immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs (ITIM) that can induce inhibitory signals to the cell. Conversely, the short-tailed KIRs lack ITIMs and possess a charged residue in the transmembrane (TM) region that mediates an association with DAP12, which contains an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activating motif (ITAM) that can induce cell activation.

The human KIR gene family currently consists of 15 genes (KIR2DL1–4, KIR2DL5A, KIR2DL5B, KIR2DS1–5, KIR3DL1–3 and KIR3DS1) and two pseudogenes (KIR2DP1 and KIR3DP1) encoded within a ~150 kb region. Each gene spans between 10–16 kb. In general, KIR haplotypes contain between 7 and 15 genes (12). The KIR genes themselves display a high level of sequence similarity, generally being 80–90% identical, and allelic variants of a single KIR gene tend to differ by 2% or less. They are tightly arranged with ~2 kb of sequence separating each gene. Contributing to the organization of the region is the presence of the framework genes (e.g. KIR3DL3, KIR3DP1, KIR2DL4, KIR3DL1/S1 and KIR3DL2) that feature in their distinctive positions on nearly all haplotypes. Only three human KIR haplotypes have been fully sequenced (16,17).

We have previously proposed that the arrangement of KIR genes in close head-to-tail orientation and their high sequence similarity facilitates gene gain and loss by unidirectional alignment and sequential meiotic NAHR (18). Consistent with this, we have identified, by segregation analysis, unusual KIR haplotypes possessing aberrant gene content in families of European origin. These rare KIR haplotypes can help expound the rapid evolution and the genomic and physiological regulation of this gene family. We completely sequenced two unusual, extremely contracted KIR haplotypes using a fosmid cloning strategy. The data provide insight into CNV and hybrid gene formation, as well as special mutational processes that shape the KIR complex.

RESULTS

Identification of a minimal KIR haplotype

Segregation analysis of KIR genes and alleles in a panel of CEPH families from Utah identified an unusual arrangement that did not conform to the general characteristics of KIR haplotypes (19,20). The unusual haplotype was detected at a frequency of 0.6%, in these samples, and appeared to contain only three KIR genes. Our working hypothesis was that the haplotype was created by an NAHR resulting in contraction of the KIR gene complex.

The contracted haplotype was identified in a three-generation CEPH family from Utah. Segregation analysis of KIR genes/alleles in the family indicated that only three KIR genes, KIR3DL3, KIR2DS1 and KIR3DL2, segregate on one haplotype (designated j) and the framework KIR genes KIR3DP1, KIR2DL4 and KIR3DL1/S1 were absent (Fig. 1). Other haplotypes i, k, l, m and n, segregating in the family, had gene compositions consistent with known KIR haplotypes.
Using real-time PCR to measure gene dosage, we confirmed that individuals with the j haplotype had only one copy of KIR2DL4, and those without the j haplotype had two copies of this gene (Fig. 2).

The minimal KIR haplotype possesses four KIR genes including two hybrid genes

The j haplotype was sequenced after cloning in fosmids to determine the precise gene composition (see Materials and Methods). The sequence confirmed that j comprises a minimal KIR haplotype in which multiple KIR genes have been deleted and novel KIR genes have arisen. The haplotype contains just four complete KIR genes encoded within ~60 kb comprising two novel hybrid genes sandwiched between two framework KIR genes, KIR3DL3 and KIR3DL2 (Fig. 3). The KIR2DL4 and KIR3DL1/S1 framework genes are completely deleted from the haplotype. Both novel genes display intact open reading frames and typical KIR exon structures. The first novel KIR, termed KIR2DL3/2DP1, is identical to KIR2DL3 (OMIM604938; accession no. L41268) in the 5' region, but is identical to the KIR2DP1 pseudogene (accession no. AC011501) from exon 6 to the final exon and is predicted to encode a functional molecule. The second novel KIR (termed KIR2DL1/2DS1) is identical to KIR2DL1 (OMIM604936; accession no. L141267) in the 5' region and to KIR2DS1 (OMIM604952; accession no. AF022046) from exon 4 to the final exon. The clone sequences encompassing the complete haplotype and both the novel KIR sequences have been submitted to GenBank and are available to view in tile path format with complete annotation in Chromoview (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-bin/humpub/chromoview) and VEGA (http://vega.sanger.ac.uk/info/data/LRC_Homo_sapiens.html). The genomic sequences of the novel KIR genes indicate that the contracted KIR haplotype was formed by two deletion events, fusing KIR2DL3 with KIR2DP1, and KIR2DL1 with KIR2DS1, which derived KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL1/2DS1, respectively. To verify our supposition of double-deletion formation and to further characterize the recombination processes that derived this haplotype, we sought to identify a haplotype with one of the hybrid genes but not the other.

A putative ancestral precursor of the minimal KIR haplotype

Using long-range PCRs designed to detect the novel genes (KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL1/2DS1), we identified a family in which KIR2DL1/2DS1, but not KIR2DL3/2DP1, segregated on one haplotype (Fig. 4). This family, of Caucasian descent, originated from Northern Ireland. Segregation analysis of KIR genes/alleles in the family indicated that KIR3DL3, KIR2DL3, KIR2DS1 and KIR3DL2 segregated on the t haplotype and KIR3DP1, KIR2DL4 and KIR3DL1/S1 were absent from this haplotype (Fig. 5) (21). Haplotype s, u and v segregating in the family have a gene composition consistent with known KIR haplotypes. Using real-time PCR, we confirmed that individuals carrying a t haplotype had one copy of KIR2DL4, and those without the t haplotype had two copies of this gene (Fig. 2).

The t haplotype was sequenced in its entirety after cloning in fosmids, and eliminating clones from the partner haplotype of the heterozygous cells, as described earlier. The clone sequences comprising the complete t haplotype have been submitted to GenBank and the fully annotated tile paths are available to view in ChromoView and VEGA. Sequencing confirmed that the t haplotype carries one of the hybrid genes (KIR2DL1/2DS1), but not the other (KIR2DL3/2DP1).

In total, the t haplotype comprised five KIR genes, KIR3DL3, KIR2DL3, the KIR2DP1 pseudogene, the novel KIR2DL1/2DS1 gene and KIR3DL2 (Fig. 3). The KIR2DL4 and KIR3DL1/S1 framework genes are again deleted on the haplotype, as they are on the j haplotype as described earlier.

The minimal haplotype could have been derived from the Northern Ireland haplotype by intra-chromosomal recombination

The j and t haplotypes share the same alleles of KIR3DL3 (*0602) as well as the novel KIR2DL1/2DS1 gene sequence. In fact, pairwise alignment of the j and t haplotype sequences demonstrated that, apart from a ~16.7 kb deletion on the j haplotype between exon 5 of KIR2DL3 and exon 6 of KIR2DP1 and a single nucleotide difference in intron 4 of KIR2DL1/S1, the j sequence is identical to the t haplotype over its entire ~49.5 kb length (Figs 3 and 6). The extended sequence identity between the two haplotypes on both sides of the KIR2DL3–KIR2DP1 deletion indicates that the j and t haplotypes are related by descent and that intra-chromosomal (intra-chromatid or inter-chromatid) recombination between an ancestral KIR2DL3 gene and an ancestral KIR2DP1 gene (KIR2DL3 and KIR2DP1 map adjacent to each other in the centromeric half of the KIR complex) on the same haplotype created the hybrid gene KIR2DL3/2DP1 (Fig. 7).
Figure 2. Gene copy number determination of KIR2DL4 at the genomic level using quantitative real-time multiplex PCR. The results of duplicate experiments are expressed as the mean relative ratio of KIR2DL4 to a reference gene with an SD. Individuals carrying the j or t haplotype possess one copy of KIR2DL4.

Figure 3. Gene annotation of the sequenced portions of the j and t haplotypes. Locations of fosmid clone insert sequences are shown below each haplotype.

Figure 4. Segregation of KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL1/2DS1 in the CEPH and the Caucasian family from Northern Ireland, as analysed by gene-specific LR-PCR. Results from the corresponding GAPDH genomic PCR are shown.
This contention implies that the \( t \) haplotype, or a closely related sequence, is the ancestral precursor of the \( j \) haplotype. NAHR between two homozygous haplotypes is another possible scenario, although the \( t \) haplotype was not represented in the full Utah CEPH panel of 47 families, indicating the rare nature of this haplotype and the unlikely possibility of NAHR. To examine further the ancestral relationship of the \( j \) and \( t \) haplotypes, we sequenced the highly polymorphic \( LILRB3 \) locus, located \( \sim 500 \) kb centromeric of the \( KIR \)s, in both the Utah and Irish families. Thirty-seven \( LILRB3 \) polymorphisms within three exons and adjoining intron sequence were tracked. Segregation analysis of their alleles in the two families showed that the \( j \) and \( t \) haplotypes carry an identical coding haplotype of \( LILRB3 \) and differ at only two polymorphic sites (intronic) out of the 37 identified (Table 1), corroborating the close ancestral relationship between the \( j \) and \( t \) two haplotypes.

The \( KIR \) genes that constitute the \( t \) haplotype, including the two ancestral genes forming the \( KIR2DL1/2DS1 \) hybrid (3DL3, 2DL3, 2DP1, 2DL1, 2DS1 and 3DL2), have been observed on various \( KIR \) haplotypes (some of which contain additional genes) and in the same order as on the \( t \) haplotype. From family studies, the frequencies of these haplotypes range from \( < 1 \) to \( 6.7\% \) (19,22). \( KIR2DL1/2DS1 \) could, therefore, have been derived from an intra-chromosomal recombination between an ancestral \( KIR2DL1 \) gene (\( KIR2DL1 \) maps to the centromeric half of the \( KIR \) gene complex) and an ancestral \( KIR2DS1 \) gene (\( KIR2DS1 \) maps to the telomeric half of the \( KIR \) gene complex). Alternatively, misalignment of \( KIR \) genes on two parental homologous chromosomes during synopsis may have resulted in NAHR between ancestral \( KIR2DL1 \) and \( KIR2DS1 \) genes on different haplotypes and consequential formation of \( KIR2DL1/2DS1 \). Whether \( KIR2DL1/2DS1 \) was formed by intra-chromosomal recombination or by NAHR, the resulting progeny haplotype containing the novel hybrid gene, \( KIR2DL1/2DS1 \), would theoretically not include the framework \( KIR \) genes, \( KIR3DP1, KIR2DL4, KIR3DL1/S1, \) or \( KIR2DL5A, KIR2DS3 \) and \( KIR2DS5 \), as observed on both the \( j \) and \( t \) haplotypes.

**The \( KIR \) haplotype restructuring is associated with Alu-mediated recombination**

The minimum recombination interval in which the recombination must have taken place for \( KIR2DL3/2DP1 \) and \( KIR2DL1/2DS1 \), as delimited by gene-specific nucleotides in exons, are \( 3261 \) and \( 1866 \) bp, respectively. For hybrid \( KIR \) genes, precise definition of the limits between the regions derived from particular \( KIR \) can be restricted by the high sequence similarity of these genes and the limited number of genomic (intron) sequences presently available. However, using the complete genomic sequences of the \( j \) haplotype and its hypothetical precursor, the \( t \) haplotype, we were able to map accurately the breakpoints involved in the derivation of the short haplotypes, to facilitate identification of elements associated with the generation of de novo \( KIR \) genes and haplotypes. We located an interval of \( 93 \) bp within intron 5 where the \( KIR2DL3 \) and \( KIR2DP1 \) sequences were interrupted to form the resulting \( KIR2DL3/2DP1 \) gene (Fig. 8). The \( 93 \) bp interval comprises part of an Alu short interspersed nuclear element (SINE) in reverse orientation. Alu elements are frequent contributors to unequal crossovers and have been implicated in a variety of chromosomal rearrangements (23,24). Notably, the Alu sequence that is represented in the interval is precisely the portion of Alu that has previously been associated with increased recombination (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1) (23,25). Different explanations have been posited for the heightened recombination of the Alu component. These explanations are supported by the fact that the recombination hotspot is sited near to the L1 endonuclease cleavage site of the Alu element, that it contains the prokaryotic \( chi \) sequence, and that it tends to have high GC content (23,25).

To further investigate the promiscuous nature of the Alu recombination hotspot, the sequences surrounding the breakpoints involved in formation of the \( KIR2DL3/2DP1 \) gene were analysed by M-Fold to determine potential single-stranded DNA secondary or non-B DNA structures. Interestingly, the part of the Alu associated with heightened recombination was capable of adopting a cruciform conformation comprising multiple hairpin loops (Fig. 9). Such structures can be accessible substrates for the MR(X)N nuclease complex or other nucleases, thereby making them susceptible to strand breaks. We observed that the sequence of the Alu recombination hotspot subsumes centrally an inverted repeat within the Alu (CCCCAGC—22 nucleotides—GCTGGG), which is located near the pinnacle of the cruciform and contributes to the non-B structure formation. Alignment of complete Alu sequences showed that the 22-nucleotide hotspot sequence is conserved among all Alu subclasses (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2). The 22-nucleotide hotspot can adopt a hairpin structure incited by the inverted repeat TTCGA—6 nucleotides—TGGGA (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3). An AT-rich site of \( \sim 90 \) nucleotides is located within the Alu break site in \( KIR2DL3 \). This sequence can adopt an extended hairpin and could also have participated in the deletion at this site.
therefore. Figure 10 shows a schematic representation of one way the KIR2DL3/2DP1 hybrid could have been formed by an intra-chromatid recombination through strand break repair.

The recombination sites within KIR2DL1 and KIR2DS1 involved in the formation of the hybrid KIR2DL1/2DS1 were located to a 44 bp interval within intron 3 of each gene (Fig. 11). The breakpoints lie within a mammalian long terminal repeat (LTR)-transposon 1 (MLT1) element, an ancient member of the highly repetitive mammalian apparent LTR retroposon (MaLR) superfamily of repeats (26) that include the transposon-like human element (THE-1) repeats. Interestingly, THE-1 sequences have been associated with recombination hotspots and genome instability in humans (27). Analysis by M-fold predicted that the breakpoint regions within the MLT1 sequence are susceptible of forming long protruding multi-loop structures (Fig. 12), which could, as described earlier, have catalysed the formation of the deletion.

A degenerate 13-mer hotspot-promoting motif associated with THE-1 elements and other repeat elements has recently been identified (28). This motif occurs 16 times on the t KIR haplotype, once every ~5 kb on average and with typically three motifs within each KIR gene. Four instances are within AluS elements, one is in a long terminal repeat (LTR33A) and another is in a long interspersed nuclear element (LIPA3). The remaining 10 are in non-repeat DNA. The motifs within KIR are sometimes closely paired (~410 bp) in reverse orientation, potentially stimulating single-strand DNA folding. The motif is present less than 170 bp from the KIR2DL1/S1 breaksite and ~4 kb from the KIR2DL3/2DP1 breaksite. Interestingly, the motif overlaps the previously described 22-nucleotide Alu hotspot sequence,
potentially implicating DNA secondary structure formation and strand break in hotspot activity of the motif, depending on its genetic background (Supplementary Material, Figs S2 and S3).

The KIR haplotype restructuring uses pseudogene sequence and switches KIR promoters

KIR2DP1 is considered to be a silent gene or pseudogene (29) due to a single base-pair deletion in exon 4 that creates a premature stop codon in exon 5 and is predicted to cause nonsense-mediated decay of the transcript. Conversely, exons 1–5 of the KIR2DP1 recombinant, KIR2DL3/2DP1, share complete sequence identity to the KIR2DL3 gene and do not contain any non-sense mutations. Exons 6–9 of KIR2DP1 are homologous to the corresponding exons of other type I KIR2D and have uninterrupted reading frames. All exons have legitimate splice junctions, although intron 7 is non-canonical, and KIR2DL3/2DP1 is preceded by a promoter sequence that is functional in the KIR2DL3 gene (30). This suggests that, unlike KIR2DP1, the recombinant KIR2DL3/2DP1 could be transcribed.

Since KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL3 share identical sequences over their extracellular domains, KIR2DL3/2DP1 is likely to bind the same ligands as KIR2DL3, such as HLA-C.
group 1 molecules encoding amino acid serine (Ser) at residue 77 and asparagine (Asn) at residue 80 of the MHC-C molecule. However, differences in the primary structures of the intracellular cytoplasmic portions suggest that they could be functionally distinct. Although KIR2DL3/2DP1 shows the typical feature of an inhibitory KIR by not possessing a charged residue in the transmembrane region, it is unusual in character among inhibitory KIR in possessing a single intracellular ITIM (V/I/L/SxYxxL/V/I/S) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4). The single ITIM present is distinct from that of other KIR in possessing a valine at the fourth position (VTYVQL); created by a dinucleotide substitution within the respective codon. The same substitution is found in one allele of KIR2DL1 (*009) but not in any other KIR sequences.

To assess the relationship between the intracellular region of KIR2DP1 that is incorporated into KIR2DL3/2DP1 with the intracellular region of other KIR, a phylogenetic tree (Supplementary Material, Fig. S5) was built from a nucleotide sequence (exons 6–8) alignment using the neighbour-joining method. The tree demonstrated clear relationships between KIR2DP1 and other known type I KIR2DL genes. KIR2DP1 grouped with KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2 and KIR2DL3.

NK cell RNA from a donor with the KIR2DL3/2DP1 gene was unavailable to directly test endogenous expression. However, expression of KIR2DL3/2DP1 transcription was detected in the B lymphoblastoid CEPH cell line from which the gene was identified after two rounds of KIR2DL3/2DP1-specific RT–PCR. Sequencing over the breakpoint region confirmed that the transcript originated from the recombinant gene.

Transcription of the KIR2DL1/2DS1 hybrid was confirmed by RT–PCR analysis using RNA of purified peripheral NK cells isolated from a donor carrying the novel gene (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6). The full-length cDNA of KIR2DL1/2DS1 (AM999888) contains an open reading frame of 915 bp that codes for a polypeptide of 304 amino acids. The switching of promoters through KIR2DL1/S1 hybrid formation (Fig. 13), where the KIR2DS1 promoter...
has been converted to KIR2DL1 promoter sequence could alter transcriptional expression of the KIR2DS1 hybrid gene relative to the wild-type KIR2DS1 (30) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S7). The exon structures and predicted receptor structures of KIR2DL1/2DS1 and KIR2DL3/2DP1 are shown in Figure 14.

A different KIR2DL1/2DS1 hybrid gene identified in a Chinese population

Since we found the KIR2DL1/2DS1 hybrid locus in two geographically separated, though both Caucasian, families we wanted to determine whether it was present in other populations. Based on KIR typing information and using the long-range PCR assays as described earlier, we identified additional carriers of a KIR2DL1/S1 hybrid gene. The first example was of African American descent, identified in a reference DNA panel from the International Cell Exchange (http://www.hla.ucla.edu/cellDNA/Cell/history.htm). The second was an infertile psoriatic arthritis patient of Ukrainian origin. This individual is homozygous for the t KIR haplotype. Sequencing established that the KIR2DL1/2DS1 recombination break interval in these subjects was identically sited to that of the j and t haplotypes (Fig. 11).

To assess a possible wider global distribution of the hybrid genes, using the long-range PCRs designed to detect the novel genes (KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL1/2DS1), we screened 1214 unrelated individuals from 52 geographically distinct worldwide populations. A KIR2DL1/2DS1 gene was identified in Han Chinese with a carrier frequency of 1.1%. However, sequence analysis revealed that the deletion break site that formed the Han Chinese KIR2DL1/2DS1 gene, although within intron3/pseudoexon 3, was located slightly differently to that of the Caucasian KIR2DL1/2DS1 gene (Fig. 11), signifying that a deletion event giving rise to a KIR2DL1/2DS1 composite gene has occurred independently at least twice. Using real-time PCR to measure gene dose, we confirmed that the KIR2DL4 locus had been deleted in the formation of the Han Chinese KIR2DL1/2DS1 gene (data not shown).

The Ukrainian KIR2DL1/S1 carrier was homozygous for the KIR3DL2*007 allele which is present on the j haplotype, but was negative for the KIR3DL3*00602 (as determined by SSP-PCR on the genomic DNA targeting a nucleotide that distinguishes the *006 allele) which is present on both the j and t haplotypes. Neither KIR3DL2*007 nor KIR3DL3*00602 alleles were present in the African American or Han Chinese KIR2DL1/2DS1 carriers, suggesting that these deletion haplotypes have diverged from the t haplotype by recombination. Alternatively, they may have formed by independent recombination events as proposed above for the Han Chinese haplotype based on their differently located break sites. So, despite the KIR3DL2*007 and KIR3DL3*00602 link to the j and t haplotypes, they do not appear to act as strict markers for all KIR2DL1/2DS1 carrying haplotypes. Allele frequencies of KIR3DL2*007 and KIR3DL3*00602 in worldwide populations are given in Supplementary Material, Figure S8.

Long-range PCR identified further variant genes in African, Japanese and Maya populations at carrier frequencies ranging from 3.2 to 25% (Supplementary Material, Fig. S9). However, sequence analysis showed that all of these cases appear to comprise short-tract gene conversions or mutations of KIR2DP1 or KIR2DS1. These composite genes are, therefore, unrelated and distinct from the KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL1/S1 genes described earlier.

DISCUSSION

Formation of hybrid KIR genes

It is generally accepted that gene fusion events, which are common in tumours, are deleterious (31). We propose that
the head-to-tail arrangement of closely related KIR is a substrate for promiscuous generation of novel hybrid genes, providing a flexible evolutionary adaptive strategy. Gene gain–loss has been noted before as a feature of the plastic KIR complex (16). The heightened propensity to generate novel hybrid KIR receptors may provide, we suggest, a further proactive evolutionary measure, to militate against pathogen evasion or subversion (32).

Repeat elements in the LRC may facilitate sequence exchange

KIRs exhibit dense clustering of particular repeat elements within their introns, including MaLR, MLT1D, Alu, L2 and long-interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) (16). These families of repeats, including LINEs (33), have all recently been associated with genomic deletions or recombination.
The LILR, a multi-gene family adjacent to KIR, are less densely arranged, contain fewer repeats of this type within genes and exhibit higher stability in terms of CNV compared with KIR (16). Interestingly, chromosome 19, on which the KIRs are housed, has the highest repeat density, and notably Alu density, of all human chromosomes along with the highest gene density and an unusual enrichment of immune genes (34–37).

The precise localization of the KIR2DL3/2DP1 breakpoint within an Alu sequence recombination hotspot suggests that repetitive elements incorporated within the KIR genes facilitate their evolution. The breakpoints of the KIR3DL1/2v hybrid gene reported recently (38) also occur within Alu sequence and can adopt stem-loop structure (Supplementary Material, Fig. S10). The recombination sites within KIR2DL1 and KIR2DS1 involved in the formation of the hybrid KIR2DL1/2DS1 lie within a MaLR repeat and near an AT-rich site, both of which have been identified as structural risk factors for chromosome breakage. We conjecture that the plasticity of the KIR complex in terms of its hypermutability is intrinsic and relates to inherent sequence elements associated with chromosome fragility among closely arranged homologous KIR genes. These elements could catalyse the formation of chromosomal rearrangements by being prone to forming non-B conformations. These structures serve as recognition signals to induce chromosomal double-strand breaks that cause genomic rearrangements by recombination-repair. Another possibility is that the epigenetic architecture of these regions may facilitate rearrangements. In other words, the combined effect of DNA breakage-prone elements in addition to the arrangement of KIR genes in close head-to-tail orientation facilitates the rapid diversification of gene CNV in the cluster.

Evolutionary relationship between the j and r haplotypes

Our data are compatible with intra-chromosomal recombination in the formation of the hybrid genes. The near complete sequence identity between the j and r haplotypes points to a common ancestry in relatively recent human history. However, it is problematic to use conventional mutation rate estimates to calculate when the j and r haplotypes diverged from a single common ancestor because a significant proportion of a KIR haplotype is coding sequence and much of the non-coding DNA may be functional. In addition, the single nucleotide difference between the two haplotypes in intron 4 of KIR2DL1/2DS1 could have arisen by a localized conversion event with a different KIR gene, rather than by mutation. This aside, using a range of plausible mutation rates (see Materials and Methods), it can be estimated that the time to the most common recent ancestor of the two sequences that have accumulated only 1 SNP within 49 458 kb (the length of the region represented in both haplotypes) is 9620–15 553 years.

Novel hybrid KIR form recurrently

The sharing of hybrid genes among different population implies that these specific genomic variants predated the dispersal of modern humans (out of Africa), recurred independently in different populations or were due to admixture between populations. The differently sited chromosome breakages in the KIR2DL1/S1 gene between individuals are consistent with independent formation. The germline rates of de novo meiotic deletions and duplications within the KIR locus could be assessed by sperm-based assays of meiosis (39).

We previously reported a hybrid KIR gene, KIR2DLS5A/3DP1, which was identified on an extended haplotype (18) and proposed that this gene was formed by an unequal crossover event. The reciprocal gene, KIR3DP1/2DLS5A (KIR2DLS5B; AF217486), has also been identified (40), providing further evidence for recurrent recombination within KIR. However, reciprocal haplotypes to the ones described herein have not been observed in any family studies published to date (11,19,20,40–42). Neither are the reciprocal hybrids (KIR2DS1/2DL1 or KIR2DP1/2DL3) found within in the current mRNA sequences from NCBI reference sequence database (refseq_mrna). It might be predicted that deletion haplotypes occur more commonly because they can result from both intra-chromosomal and NAHR, whereas extended haplotypes can only be formed by NAHR. On the other hand, current typing methods may miss the extended haplotypes.

Hybrid genes need to be considered when KIR typing samples

The detection of novel KIR haplotypes and loci in different non-Caucasian populations highlights the importance of considering diverse worldwide populations for full characterization of KIR haplotype variation. It also prompts caution in KIR analysis of populations of different ethnic origins. Current KIR typing designs are predominantly based on Caucasian KIR sequences and haplotype structures. Inaccurate genotypes may result because present methods are blind to the existence of hybrid genes and localized genomic re-arrangements in different ethnic populations. Further resolution of structural variation associated with KIR genetic diversities in human populations promises to provide further insights into complex disease and quantitative genetic traits.

The power to identify a relationship between DNA variation and phenotype is limited by the sensitivity with which the genetic variation is measured in each individual. The structural complexity and high diversity of the KIR region needs special attention. A recent study highlights the importance of distinguishing between alleles of KIR genes in disease studies (43). Both copy number and allelic/isotype are important in CNV analysis. If sites are commonly regenerating, it makes them less amenable to indirect interrogation by surrogate markers. Some CNV may be in LD with flanking SNPs/STRs and may effectively detect associations in certain haplotypes and populations but CNVs that have occurred multiple times independently will not be as readily detectable through SNP-based association studies. Additionally, epistatic interactions between co-evolving CNV gene families may conceal potential disease effects.

KIR genes vary both in copy number and allelic sequence

One way by which CNVs diversify human phenotypes is by varying transcript levels through gene dosage. This effect
has also been shown for the KIR loci (30,44). However, an additional contribution is apparent; paralogous KIRs subtly diversify the family repertoire such that each KIR gene potentially encodes a receptor with variable specificity for HLA class I. The duplication of KIR genes is not discretely modular; the breakpoints of duplication are not identical and have various boundaries among duplicated modules. As described in this paper, allelic diversity is generated as a result of NAHR, in addition to homologous recombination events. The ‘patchwork’ shuffling of KIR sequences by recombination appears to allow distribution of the structural or regulatory attributes of existing KIR in the creation of new genes, as well as being involved in relegation of genes to pseudogenes and vice versa. In addition, diversification by mutation and recombination continues between genes post-duplication (38). In other words, the functional effects for KIR do not simply relate to only copy number. They also influence allo- types in terms of ligand affinity or expression capacity. The same scenario may apply to other nICNV genes encoding receptor/ligand molecules.

The KIR2DL1/S1 hybrid reflects the transient nature of activating KIR in evolution. Activating KIRs appear to be especially short lived and recurrently evolving (45), implying that they are subject to transient shifts in selection pressure over time. This is consistent with the association of activating KIRs with resistance to infection, reproductive success and susceptibility to autoimmunity.

Selective advantages of novel hybrid KIR

KIR, in combination with MHC class I variants, are associated with resistance to infectious and other diseases (10). The KIR2DL3/2DP1 hybrid, in effect, encodes a KIR2DL3-like molecule with an altered cytoplasmic tail. This could provide a change in signalling potential (46), suitable for certain infections. In the case of the KIR2DL1/2DS1 hybrid, the switching of the promoter is predicted to alter transcriptional control by local or more widespread effects on the KIR locus. The persistence of the recombinant genes/haplotypes in populations may hint at selection or re-occurrence since most selectively neutral de novo mutations are lost by chance (random sampling of gametes) within a small number of generations (<15 generations; population size 200) (47).

CNV is an important evolutionary strategy in KIR and other gene families in the immune system

Gene duplications are essentially products of legitimate ‘successful’ expansions that have been fixed in the population. On the other hand, ‘unsuccessful’ and ‘decommissioned’ duplicates remain in the genome as pseudogenes, which can act as substrates for future adaptations of the gene family. Immune gene families seem particularly versatile at rapid diversification. Both the KIR and MHC are regions of high plasticity, high polymorphism and they are polygenic. Pseudogenes are generally considered to be non-functional relics but we have shown that KIR pseudogenes may be put to use. Similarly, it was shown some years ago in analysis of the series of MHC class I bm mutants that pseudogenes have a function as sequence donors for diversification by gene conversion (48).

Interestingly, NAHR events sometimes converge in relatively narrow hotspots across the genome (49). It may be that non-B structures in sequence motifs are responsible for this. Somewhat ironically, it appears therefore that retroviral integrations that occurred in the ancient past have in more recent times been exploited in the human genome to diversify defence genes to counter modern day virus threats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

KIR genotyping, copy number and haplotype determination

Genomic DNA was genotyped for presence or absence of KIR genes either by using PCR amplification with locus-specific primers (PCR-SSP) (50) or by using polymerase chain reaction-sequence specific oligonucleotide probes (PCR-SSOP) (51). KIR haplotypes were determined by segregation analysis in families (20). Allelic discrimination was performed either by PCR-SSOP (21) or by direct sequencing of KIR genes. Allele nomenclature was derived from IPD-KIR (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/). KIR2DL4 copy number was determined by quantitative PCR (18). Long-range PCR-SSP assays were designed for detection of the KIR hybrid genes. The KIR2DL3/2DP1 forward and reverse primers, sited in exon 5 and exon 7, were 5'-GGCTCTTTCCGTGACTCTCCA-3' and 5'-AATCAGAACGTGCAGGTGTCTTT-3', respectively. The KIR2DL2/2DS1 forward and reverse primers, sited in exons 1 and 4, were 5'-GGGAGCACCACCTCGCTCT-3' and 5'-GGTCCCTGGCCAGTCTTCTG-3', respectively. The amplification product sizes for the KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL1/2DS1 are 5810 bp and 3674 bp, respectively. An internal control was included in each PCR to validate proper amplifications.

Fosmid preparation, clone selection and insert sequencing

KIR haplotypes were sequenced using EpiFOS fosmid vectors (Epicentre). Deletions associated with the hybrid genes were captured in at least two different fosmids and were confirmed by PCR-SSP in the original genomic DNA. The CEPH DNA was obtained from an EBV-transformed lymphoblast cell line maintained by the Coriell Institute. DNA was mechanically sheared, blunt-end repaired and size selected using pulse-field gel electrophoresis. Bands corresponding to fragments >32 kb and <42 kb were excised. DNA was extracted from the low-melting point agarose and ligated into the pCC1FOS vector. Fosmid clones were prepared using Phage T1-resistant EP1300-T1 Escherichia coli plating strain. Packaged fosmid clones were plated onto LB-chloramphenicol bio-assay plates. Following overnight incubation, colonies were lifted onto Immobilon-Ny + membranes (Millipore Ltd). Membranes were hybridized with a 32P-labelled KIR probe and visualized with X-ray film. Positive clones were picked and fosmid DNA was extracted using FosmidMAX DNA purification. Clones were selected for sequencing after performing PCR-SSP to determine their KIR gene content. Shotgun sequencing and directed finishing of the clone inserts were carried out by the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute. The
generated sequence data were processed by a suite of in house programs (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/sequencing/) prior to assembly. For the finishing phase, the GAP4 program was used to edit and select reactions to eliminate ambiguities and close sequence gaps. Each clone has been finished according to the agreed international finishing standard (http://genome.wustl.edu/gsc/Overview/firules/hgfinrules.html). All sequences presented in this paper have been submitted to the EMBL/Genbank/DBB database and allocated accession numbers. For purposes of clarity, all fosmid clones are referred to using their accession numbers. Clones were assigned to a particular haplotype by comparing the gene and allelic content of the sequences with the haplotypes determined by segregation analysis. Overlaps between clones were analysed using the bl2seq program (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) and clones assigned to the same haplotype were all >9 kb in length and showed no discrepancies.

Gene annotation and sequence analysis
The finished genomic sequence was analysed using an automatic Ensembl pipeline (52). Interspersed repeats were identified using RepeatMasker (http://repeatmasker.genome.washington.edu) and simple repeats were detected by Tandem Repeat Finder (http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html). Sequence with repeats masked was searched against vertebrate cDNAs and ESTs using WU-BLASTN and EST_GENOME, and against a non-redundant SWISS-PROT/TreMBL database using WU-BLASTX. Genes were annotated according to human annotation workshop (HAWK) guidelines (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/HGP/havana/hawk.shtml). Pairwise sequence alignments were carried out using the dot-matrix program, ‘dotter’ (http://sonnhammer.sbc.su.se/Dotter.html). Promoter sequences were examined for potential transcription factor binding sites using the MatInspector Program (www.genomatix.de). Potential secondary structure formed within a single-strand DNA sequence was determined using the M-fold server (http://mfold.bioinfo.rpi.edu). Structures are predicted from DNA sequences flanking the breakpoints of the deletion and are examples because alternative conformations are possible. Default parameters were used except for the ‘DNA’ setting and 100–150 mM [Na+] and 10–15 mM [Mg++] for in vivo human conditions. Structures were depicted as two-dimensional stem-loop base pairings. Alignment of KIR sequences for phylogenetic analysis was performed using Geneious Pro 4.6 software (www.geneious.com). The neighbour-joining method, using a Tamura-Nei genetic model, was used to build a phylogenetic diagram from exons 6–8 of KIR genes. The dating of the last shared ancestor of the j and t haplotypes was calculated as described previously (53).

Hybrid gene expression analysis and diversity panel screening
We designed primers to specifically amplify full-length KIR2DL3/2DP1 and KIR2DL1/2DS1 from cDNA derived from the lymphoblastoid CEPH cell line and from MACS sorted peripheral NK cells (www.milenyiibiotech.com). Total RNA extractions were carried out using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). cDNAs were made using first-strand cDNA synthesis (Invitrogen) on mRNA using an oligo dT primer. Full-length gene sequences were determined following cloning into TOPO vector (Invitrogen). The KIR2DL3/2DP1 forward and reverse RT–PCR primers were 5'-CTCATGGTCGTCGCACTGGT-3' and 5'-GAAAACGCAGTGATCCACTGTA-3', respectively. The KIR2DL2/2DS1 forward and reverse RT–PCR primers were 5'-GACAGCACCAGTGCCTCT-3' and 5'-GACTGGGTGCTGCTGGA-3', respectively. We screened 1214 unrelated individuals from 52 geographically distinct worldwide populations within the Human Genome Diversity Cell Line Panel (http://www.cephb.fr/en/hgdp/diversity.php) and unrelated individuals from Japanese, Han Chinese and Yoruban populations from the HapMap Panel (http://ccr.coriell.org/).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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